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INTROOUCTION

The Swedish Prosody Project is continuosly engaged in appraising and

revisìng the model that was orginally developed and described by Gårding

(1973), Bruce (1977) and Gårdìng and Bruce (1979, 1980). This mode], which

is mainly production oriented, derives and generates dialect prosodic

variants in Swedish from a small number of grarnmatical parameters. Four

dialect types are recognised, denoted 1A, 18, 2A and 28, represented by

Malmö, Datarna, Stockholm and Göteborg respectively. These are differen-
tiated by the timing of word accents and sentence accent(focus) in each

type. For exemple, type 2A has the earliest word accent timing and type

lB the latest, types 2A and 28 have a high focus position which gìves two-

peaked accent 2 on words jn focus position while in type 1A and 18 the

correspondìng words have one peak.

Recent work has been devoted to the problem of whether intermediate types

can be described and generated with the aid of the modeì. Thìs report
queries whether the number of.types corresponds to perceptuai impressions

or whether more types are needed, At the Trondheim prosody symposium we

assumed from an analysis ofintermediate forms that the Småland dialects,
wjth Växjö as prototype, could also be considered a separate Swedish dia-

lect type. We denoted it 2AB. The 2 refers to the two-peaked accent 2 in

focus, A to the sentence accent manifestation which is similar to Stock-

holm (2A) and B to the word accent manifestation which is similar to Göte-

borg (28). This is ìllustrated ìn fig. i wich shows observed ional

patterns for the various dialects.

In Växjö speech the word accent has a relatively late timìng, which may

explaìn the obvious Fs rise during the post-accent vowel when the sentence

accent falls on sentence-final accent 2 words (solid linein Fig. l). This

also occurs in Göteborg speech, where the sentence accent manifestation is
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distinct from the word accent just as in Växjö. When the focus is on the

final word, there is presumably insufficient time left for sìgna'lling the

sentence accent by any other means than by a rise. Fìgure 1 also shows that
the fundamental frequency curve for Växjö ìs similar to Stockholm, but the

70 ms timing shift means that the word accents are manifested differentiy in
the tvro dialects. Figure 2 clearìy shows how thìs difference of timing
affects in both dialects.

A1
Man vill
...ANAMMA nåra längre nummer

-anamma 
nåra ìängre NUMMER

A2
lvlan vill
,..LAMNA nåra långa nunnor

-lämna 
nåra ìånga NUNN0R

t Göteborq 28 ¡J@
Växjij 2AB ¡

l
l

Stockholm 2A
¡

l
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Fig. 1. Representative fundamental frequency curves for sentences with
accent 1 and accent 2 words respectively. Examples of initial
and final sentence accent location are given for both sentences.
The t,hicker lines indicate vowels, thin lines consonants.

- 
Stockholm---- Växjö

1€mna nrr al J l: an ú n: e ¡

Fig.2. Normalized fundamental frequency and duration patterns for a
sentence with accent 2 words. Time scale: 1 cm = 0,] s

Despite obvious similarities in the outer configuration, Fig. 2 shows how

the focused accent 2 word 1ämna is located in the rìsìng-fa11ing tonal
movement in the Växjö pattern whereas the correspondìng word in the Stock-

holm example ìs falling-rising. The difference should have some perceptual
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significance. The observation leads to the question as to whether it is so

important perceptually that it is iustifiable to consider these tt¡lto vari-

ants to be members of quite different dialect categorìes'

MATERIALS AND METHODS

To obtain an answer to this question ten subjects were recorded via a ìa-

ryngograph, which enables pitch information from the voice source to be

heard prior to the supraglottal filtering. The informants represent dia-

lectvariants from växiö (2AB), Kalmar (24), Stockholm (24), Göteborg (28)'

Malmö (1A) and Krìsitanstad (14). The utterances that were compared are

the proverb när katten är borta dansar (" when the cat's

away the mice vrill play") and contrived sentence man anammar-lundamodellen

(,one absorbs the lund nndel") consisting virtualìy of sonorants only to

show up the t.iming of word and.sentence accents. Similar conditions (only

sonorants and comparable vowel qualities) also pertain in the utterances

used for the tone curves of Figs. 1 and 2.

The proverb, pronounced with even intonation was used in a listening test.

one or two representative renderings from each dialect were selected and

paired at random to provide 25 stimuli. Eleven'lìstene¡s representìng

various dialects have judged whether the rendenings in each pair can be

classed as belongìng to some dialect area or not.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The results of the listener test are given ìn Fig . 3. The horizontal axis

contains the stimuli comparing paired dialect variants. The vertical axis

records the number of lìsteners who made "same dialect" judgment for each

pair.

Number of listeners
judging same diale.ct type

18
o
6
4
2
0

Växj ö-
Vãxj ö

Kalmar-
Ka'lmar

Växj ö-
Stock-
holm

Växj ö-
Kalmar

Malmii-
Kri stì an-
stad

Stockholm- Växjö-
Kalmar Göte-

borg

Fig.3. Result of the listener test. Pairs of dialects are given on the
horizontal axis. The vertical axis represents the number of
listeners who judged the dialects in each pair as beìonging to the
same dìa1ect type.
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For stimuli comparing two speakers known to be of the same diaìect, the

"same dialect" judgement are hìgh. For example, the t!,io Växjö informants

were judged to have the same d'ialect by 10 of the 11 listeners.

The Växjö and Göteborg renderings were judged to be the same diaìect by

onìy 1 listener. The similar word accent do not appear to be sufficient
perceptual ground for assìgning two variants to the sarne diaìect type ìf
the sentence accent are different. Växjö and Göteborg have djfferent sen-

tence accent patterns when the sentence accent is located finaìly or medi-

alìy in the sentence. Gårding and Bruce (ì978) have also concluded that
the sentence accent pattern is the primary criterion for differentiating
dialects.

The Växjö renderìngs were also compared with the two variants of the 2A

djalects type, Stockholn¡ and Kaìmar, where the prosodic pattern is similan
These were judged to belong tb the same dialect as Växjô by 3 and 4 listen-
ers respectively. It thus seems to be a more difficult task to differen-
tiate Växjö from Stockholm or Kalmar than Växjö from Göteborg. Neverthe-
less, Växjö tends to be ciassed as a separate dialect. This merits further
investìgation with more informants and more listeners. However, the pre-

sent report does indicate perceptuaì justification for considering that
the Småland dialects, with Växjö as prototype, constitute a seperate dia-
lect type.

The Malmö and Krìsitanstad diaìects (tonaì patterns in Fì9.4) were also

compared in the lìstener test. According to the model, they are both

cìassed as type 14. The result of the listener test shows that they are

also perceptual similar, 9 of the 11 listeners judging them to be the same

dialect. A closer look at the tonal pattern reveals a s1ìght difference of
timìng, just as there was between Växjö and Stockholm. This is ìllustrated
in Fig. 5.
A1

Man viII
..'ANAMMA nåra 1ängre nummer

-l
UNNOR

A2

Man vill
...LAMNA nåra 1ånga nunnor

a
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Malmö
Kri sti anstad

'I ¿ mn a nc ral 9 0: a n u n: e r
Fig.5. Normalized fundamental frequency and duration patterns

tence with accent 2 words and initial focus. Time scale
0,1 s.

for a sen-
: I cm=

The timing difference is a mere 30 ms and has no effect on the tonal
pattern of the word accents. There was, however, a clear effect for Växiö

and Stockholm, lvhere the timing differences was more than twice as large.

Since the Malmö and Kristianstad dialects are classed as the same dìalect
type by the listener test, there is presumable a critical limit for whether

or not timing shifts differentìate between dialect types.

The timing of the Fo fall in accent 1 and accent 2 in one and the same dìa-
lect was studied by Bruce (1977). The timing of the hìgh turning point for
both accents was varìed continously in a synthetic rendering of inga malmer.

This sentences can be interpreted as accent 1 ("no ores") or accent 2

(forname and surname, "Inga Maìmer"). The ensuing listener test revealed

a critíca'l region with a timing djfference of 20-30 ms where it was

difficult to differentìate between the accents. In view of this result, it
'is not unìikeìy that a tìming shift of about 70 ms between two otherwise

simìlar tonaì patterns is perceptually relevant and the variants would be

assigned to different categories.

The result of the present investigatìon shows the perceptual importance of
the tonal movement of the accented syllable. The considerable timing
difference between Växjti and Stockholm yields quite different word accent

patterns although the sentence accents are very similar. In Växjö the
pitch of the accented syllable ìs rising to a high whereas in Stockholm it
is fal1ìng towards a low (cf. Fig. 2). This is presumably why the two dia-
lects were judged as belonging to different dialect types. It is interest-
ing to compare this with the Edìnburgh and Glasgow accents which were de-

scribed as high and low respectiveìy by G,i1i:an Brown et a1. (1980). There

may be perceptual justification for discribing the Växjö and Stockholm

dialects respectively as high and low.
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